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Abstract
Th is article examines the public connection and understanding of public commu-
nication campaigns. Public communication campaigns are widespread, but the 
audience dimension of the campaign category itself is still a blind spot in research. 
Drawing on focus group interviews and a survey among Danish citizens, the article 
shows that public campaigns are recognized as a mundane communicative cat-
egory. Moreover, drawing on theories of public connection and governmentality, we 
show how citizens receive and resist, accept and negotiate public campaigns. 
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Studying campaigns

Public issue campaigns are by defi nition about diff erent issues. However, as we argue in 
this article, public issue campaigns also have suffi  cient characteristics in common across 
diff erent issues to treat them analytically as the same kind of communication genre. 
Studies of specifi c public campaign issues such as health, risk and sustainability show 
that citizens are continuously being implied, framed and invited as co-actors in solving 
public issues, and that these campaigns attempt to socially regulate citizens into behaving 
benignly and sensibly towards each other concerning the specifi c issues (Coveney, 2000; 
Keller et al., 2016; De Krom, 2008). Th e advantage of using the broader category of public 
issue campaigns is that this enables research to analyze a more general media category as 
well as to tease out the common analytical elements across a variety of campaign types. 

However, the research into public issue campaigns as a communication genre and citi-
zens’ relations with this kind of communication has a blind spot: the campaign category 
itself as understood by its audiences. Th is blind spot is due to the composition of the 
existing research. First, the more general communication literature has seen a focus on 
applied problem-solving in relation to public issue campaigning (e.g., Niederdeppe, 2014; 
Rice & Atkin, 2013; Windahl & Signitzer, 2009), rather than analyses of campaigns as a 
communicative phenomenon in itself. Second, most of the research on public campaign-
ing and its audiences is either about political election campaigns with very little or no 
element of behavior change (e.g., Enli, 2017; Stechova & Hajek, 2015; Takens et al., 2013), or 
about single cases of policy areas for behavior change, such as public health (e.g., Lupton, 
2015), or sustainability (e.g., Shove, 2010). Finally, the existing studies of public issue cam-
paigning have been dominated theoretically by various degrees of traditional transmission 
understandings of communication (Blue et al., 2016), implying an individualized defi cit 
thinking about campaign audiences. Th us, the fi eld of research about public issue cam-
paigns seems to so far have been left rather untouched by the more general research on 
audiences and reception, which sees communication as a co-produced process and com-
munication users as active agents (Dervin, 1989; Jensen, 2012; Schrøder, 2018).

In this article, we present citizens’ constructions of public issue campaigns with 
particular focus on campaigns as a mundane social category, and on mundane ways of 
relating to public issue campaigns. Th ese patterns of constructions come from a Danish 
research project on public issue campaigning.1 By mundane social category and mundane 
ways of relating to campaigns, we simply mean everyday life understandings of categories 
and ways of relating to campaigns, which are embedded in daily life.

Th e analysis in the article is guided by the following research questions:
-  How do public issue campaigns create forms of public connection and how do 

people engage in the campaigns?
-  What empirical patterns can be recognized in citizens’ reception of and relations to 

public issue campaigns?
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- How do citizens relate to the genre of public issue campaigns?
Th e article falls in fi ve parts. First, we signpost our theoretical starting points. Second, we 
briefl y outline the methodological design and empirical data-sets upon which the analysis 
rests. Th ird, empirical patterns in mundane constructions of the category “campaign” are 
presented. Fourth, we show empirical variations in constructions of citizens’ mundane 
relations with campaigns. Finally, a conclusion is off ered.

Relations with campaigns: 
Engagement, public connection and governance

Our analysis draws on a combined theoretical lens constituted by practice theories, 
theories of mediatization and public connection, and theories of governmentality. Across 
these theoretical domains, our study is indebted to insights from audience reception 
analysis (Schrøder, 2018).

Engagement
By engagement with campaigns, we mean citizens’ discursive and normative orientation 
towards the content of the campaigns (Halkier, 2010, p. 29). In practice theory, it is argued 
that if one aims to understand people’s orientations towards campaign messages, one 
should take one’s analytical point of departure in their everyday practices, since campaign 
uses are rarely practices in themselves but exist as parts of diverse practices in everyday 
life (Gram-Hanssen, 2011). Hence, campaigns belong to mundane social categories, which 
are not normally devoted much attention, but which still play a role in people’s lives 
because campaigns as a social category are interwoven with a multiplicity of everyday 
practices. In this perspective, citizens deal with campaigns as part of the multitude of 
practices they already carry out. Th us, we attempt to get closer to an analytical under-
standing of the experiencing of campaigns, even if it is neither a well-organized social 
practice, nor a separate practice or a discrete activity in itself (Keller & Halkier, 2014, p. 39). 

However, engagement is not understood here as an individual matter, performed by 
the subject, but rather engagement is performed as a part of mundane activities (Warde, 
2005). Th ese activities are carried out in interaction with others, which implies negotia-
tions of the social regulation of how to do, because citizens hold each other mutually 
accountable for their mundane performances (Andersen, N. B., 2013, p. 274).

Th e term engagement in media research on citizens is often understood as something 
proactive, deliberate and even related to social movements or other kinds of activ-
ism. However, in this article we see engagement as something broader, which can cover 
deliberate, “activist” relations with public media content, but which can also cover more 
mundane, for instance conversational, ways of engaging with public mediated issues, such 
as the ones in campaigns (Halkier, 2016; Steensen et al., 2020). With the broadening of 
the term engagement, the analysis shows that there is considerable variation in the ways 
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citizens handle the encounter with public issue campaigns, and how they make sense of 
and connect with them. In the encounter with campaigns, people reproduce, adapt and 
change existing practices in a complex of confi gurations.

Mediatization and public connection
Today, people’s activities and sense-making are mediatized on a historically unprec-
edented scale (Hjarvard, 2013; Hepp, 2013). Campaigns in themselves are mediated more 
often than not, and there is often a mediated public negotiation following the launch 
of a campaign, as stakeholders and citizens discuss, for instance, a campaign’s objec-
tives or ethical implications, in mediated fora. Th us, a mediated product like a campaign 
has the potential to create connections or divisions, both between citizens and senders 
like authorities, NGOs and politicians who initiate and produce public campaigns, and 
between citizens who discuss, negotiate and engage more or less in campaigns, in face-to-
face situations and on social media. 

Often, “mediatization” is equated with a high degree of media saturation of all aspects 
and levels of society, ranging from societal institutions to everyday life. However, media-
tization can also be seen, more profoundly, as an overarching process of fundamental 
social and cultural transformations, or even as a meta-process on a par with globaliza-
tion, secularization, and individualization (Hepp, 2013). Public issue campaigns constitute 
one formative vehicle of the mediatized age, whose communicative thrust encounters 
the interpretive repertoires of diverse audiences (Schrøder, 2017), as we shall see in the 
analysis below, where we illuminate what could be called people’s “campaign literacy” 
(Livingstone et al., 2014).

Analysis of the audience reception of public issue campaigns has democratic implica-
tions, because engagement with public campaigns can be seen as a form of public con-
nection. Following Couldry, Livingstone and Markham (2010), when people share their 
attention to and engagement in a publicly mediated product, this can be characterized 
public connection, defi ned as people’s shared “orientation to a public world where mat-
ters of shared concern are […] addressed” (Couldry et al., 2010 p. 3). Th e concept is thus 
“designed to capture an orientation to any of those issues aff ecting how we live together 
that require common resolution” (Couldry et al., 2010 p. 6). Although it is only a part of 
the population that engages in, say, a campaign on health and nutrition, and although 
they negotiate the communication in diff erent ways, and only a segment of the engaged 
population may change their habitual practices as a consequence of the encounter, it is 
still the case that those who engage in the campaign are performing public connection. 

We argue that instances of public connection which come about as a consequence 
of campaigns are often situated in mundane practices, since modes of engagement 
happen in diverse and subtle ways (Couldry et al., 2018, p. 2). Public connection is not to 
be expected by default, public disconnection is also a possibility (Couldry et al., 2018). As 
we shall demonstrate below, campaigns are resources for civic sense-making and public 
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discourse in the broadest sense, sometimes agreed with, sometimes adapted to and 
sometimes resented and resisted (Schrøder, 1997).

Governance
Campaigns can also be regarded as a governance strategy. When campaigns are negoti-
ated in social networks, it is often also a negotiation of the governance strategy attempts, 
which people experience in their reception of the campaigns. Th e citizens in our research 
project commented explicitly on how they saw most campaigns as coming from public 
authorities.

We understand governance through the lens of Foucault’s governmentality concept 
(Foucault, 2008, 1991, 1982; Foucault in Fornet-Betancourt et al., 1987; Dean, 2006), 
given that the concept of governmentality underlines how the dominant governance in 
modern society is “conduct of conduct”, meaning motivating the population and citi-
zens as individuals to self-governance (Foucault, 1982; Foucault in Fornet-Betancourt et 
al., 1987). Since information or motivation for behavioral change is seldom mandatory 
in public campaigns, public campaigns are mostly such a request for self-governance. 
Th is governmental strategy should not be seen as delimited to public authorities but is 
imposed also by other providers of public issue campaigns like NGOs, education institu-
tions and media that initiate or promote campaigns.  

Governmentality implies how such steering-technologies make us keep an eye on each 
other and indirectly push each other in direction of right behavior. Th is type of govern-
mental strategy, “turning us into decent people”, as stated by one of the participants in 
the focus groups, can have moral and normative implications to all of us (Foucault, 1982; 
Dean, 2006).

Another common feature of the campaigns discussed in the focus groups is the 
participants’ recognition of security. In the campaign data set, we sampled all campaign 
elements from 131 campaigns, and we can observe risk and security as part of up to 70 
pct. of these campaigns. Risk and security can be seen as a commonly used governmental 
strategy, where authorities and institutions intend to motivate people in the direction of 
specifi c behavioral changes, with the argument that they are at risk of diff erent kinds of 
problems if they do not change their behavior (Dean, 2006; Lupton, 1999).  

Most frequently, we meet this governmental perspective in analyses of health cam-
paigns (Karlsen & Villadsen, 2017; Vallgårda, 2011), and less frequently in political cam-
paigns (Almlund & Andersen, N.B., 2017), but the perspective is not limited to these types 
and topics. Th erefore, in combination with the practice theoretical perspective, we will 
explore how daily practices are not just mundane navigation and public connection, but 
also a handling and reception of governance. 
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Methodological design

Th e empirical datasets we analyze in this article include the earlier mentioned focus 
group dataset and a representative survey.

Th e focus group dataset consists of eight focus groups with Danish citizens. Focus 
groups were chosen, because this kind of data can be seen as socially recognisable conver-
sations about social norms (Barbour, 2007) in juggling and negotiating mundane practic-
ing related to the issues of the campaigns. Th e sampling for the focus groups combined 
the strategies of segmentation and maximum variation (Kuzel, 1992). Each of the focus 
groups consisted of 6–8 participants from the same geographical area and the same stage 
in the life-course, and varied internally regarding gender and educational level: 3 focus 
groups with 18–25-year-old city-dwellers, 3 focus groups with 30–50-year-old people 
living in provincial towns or the countryside, and 2 focus groups with people above 55 
living in provincial towns or the countryside.2 

In the focus group discussions, the participants looked at campaign material from 12 dif-
ferent public issue areas. All the campaigns were discussed, but four campaigns were spe-
cifi cally chosen by us to be discussed more intensively. Th ese four campaigns were: “Drive 
when you’re driving!” from Th e Council for Safe Traffi  c, “Th ink before you ink” from Th e 
Environmental Agency and the Health Agency, “Denmark against catastrophes” from Red 
Cross, and “Th e new dietary advice” from Th e Food Agency.3 But the participants were 
also asked specifi cally about what the category “campaign” meant to them in the begin-
ning of the focus groups, and to write this down. Th e focus group data were analysed by 
way of coding and categorising (Coff ey & Atkinson, 1996). 

Th e survey dataset consists of a survey with a representative sample (Wolf et al., 2016) 
of the Danish population of 1,039 persons over 18. Th e survey was carried out as online 
interviews (CAWI), which is a particular advantage for surveys about media-texts such as 
public campaigns, because it allows the actual showing of campaign pictures and fi lm-
clips. Th e survey included a mixture of demographic background questions, a few general 
experiential questions, and a battery of seven similar experiential and attitude questions 
for each of the four campaigns mentioned above. Th e survey data were analyzed by way 
of simple univariate frequencies on all answer categories and bivariate frequencies on all 
answer categories with demographic variables. 

Campaigns as a generic mundane category

First, we present the ways in which campaigns are understood generically by audiences, 
how they recognize the media category of campaigns and negotiate the characteristics 
of the genre. Th ese understandings cut across the diff erent kinds of campaigns, and thus 
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support our assumption that it is useful to work with the broader category of public issue 
campaigns.

Campaigns as information
“Information” is the most distinctive word that is connected with campaigns across the 
diff erent focus groups, and it is the only word associated with campaigns in all of the 
focus groups. Th is quote from focus group 7 is typical:

“And on my little notepad, I wrote ‘information’, just like Hans,4 because they sort of want 
to inform about a concrete thing”.

In some of the other groups, the association of campaigns with “information” is further-
more constructed as something people take for granted. Th is is a typical trait of mundane 
categories: they are not necessarily seen as being in need of explication. In focus group 5, 
this is expressed in the following manner:

 “I wrote ‘information’. It is sort of implied”. […]
“I wrote ‘information’, ‘infl uence’ and ‘pressure’. Information, it goes without saying”.

Other frequently mentioned words associated with campaigns are “behavior change” 
and “infl uence”, alongside with the word “commercials” or similar words (such as “profi t” 
or “marketing”). Th e last kind of association interestingly suggests that citizens do not 
necessarily distinguish sharply between public, private and commercial producers of 
campaigns. 

Th is is seen in focus group 8, when they discuss what a campaign is in general:

“But the fi rst word I wrote was ‘profi t’. Because I thought, campaigns that’s because we 
have to start buying something. Th en I wrote ‘information’, because it doesn’t have to be 
profi t, it can also be the state wanting to tell us that if we do this, or eat that, or change our 
lives, or if we cycle with lights on our helmets, or the like, right?”

Th is overlap of associations between publically and commercially driven campaigns 
makes sense due to the growing amount of alliance-based campaigns in Denmark, with 
alliances across the public-private divide (Hansen, 2015).

Finally, communicative format seems to be at play in the participants’ associations 
with campaigns as a phenomenon. Th e format of campaigns is clearly expected to be a 
form of mediated communication, including broader notions of public space, as it is here 
expressed in focus group 6:

Ralf: “Of course, if you mostly travel with public transport, you see a whole lot of cam-
paigns…”
Dennis: “Yeah, there are many”.
Ralf: “We have these stands for posters basically at every stop”.
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Th us, campaigns are made sense of by the participants as information that may come 
from either public institutions or private organizations, where it is not always clear which 
is which, and which one can meet in a broad range of media in society. However, “infor-
mation” is the characteristic that unites the participants in the focus groups.

Target groups of campaigns
Th e word “target group” has become part of the vocabulary of ordinary citizens, and is no 
longer just part of the toolbox of campaign producers and analysts. Participants’ refer-
ence to the notion of target groups refl ects their “campaign literacy”, and it is another 
common characteristic of the fi ndings from the study. With or without using the actual 
word target group, the participants construct whom they understand the campaigns to 
be directed towards. Interestingly, there is a distinct lack of constructions saying that this 
campaign is targeted at me as an individual person. Th is could be seen as surprising in 
light of the general tendency towards individualization and personalization of media-use 
in recent years. Instead, across the diff erences between the focus groups, participants 
either construct “target groups” along the lines of “all of us” statements, or “some other 
groups who are in need of it”. 

Th e “all of us” type of target group perception is expressed most clearly in focus group 
6, where the argument is based on linking campaign content to recognisable issues in 
everyday life:

“Th is is something that touches everybody. Most of this has to do with our everyday life. 
We bump into them all the time, more or less”.

Th e “some other groups” type of target group argumentation is a kind of interpretation 
where the participants do not see themselves as being in need of particular campaigns. 

In focus group 7, this kind of argument gets linked to potential societal-economic 
problems resulting from offi  cial dietary advice not being followed by those social groups 
perceived to be most in need of them. Th us, such groups of citizens are being constructed 
as problematic citizens: 

“Yes, you can say, they have to do something, but then again, it’s a question of reaching 
the right ones, if you think there is one or two healthy directions with food. Is it the right 
people you reach? Are they the ones who read this and hear about it? I’m not so sure. Th at’s 
probably a general problem”.

However, this kind of argumentation also “back-fi red” socially in some of the group 
negotiations: When focus group 5 discussed the campaign about tattooing, several 
participants in a row had described getting a tattoo as involving a lack of awareness of 
potentially becoming an economic burden to society, due to the need to get the tattoo 
removed for health reasons. As a reaction to this, one of the participants who had a 
tattoo almost shouted: “Now I really feel off ended!”
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Constructions like this one are often labelled “blaming the victim” arguments in the 
literature on public health (Dodds & Chamberlain, 2016; Vitus et al., 2017), where those 
groups who suff er from some health challenge are blamed for their choices in the public 
debates and policy making.

Our survey data show that there are diff erences in the extent to which audiences 
recall the diff erent campaigns mentioned in the survey. We asked if people recalled the 
same four campaigns that were discussed in the focus groups. 

Th e traffi  c safety campaign was recalled by 87 pct., but the call for humanitarian dona-
tion, the request to live healthy and the call for the admonition to tattoo in a responsible 
way were only recalled by 33 pct., 16 pct. and 9 pct. respectively.5 However, the overall 
problems addressed by the specifi c campaigns are recognized by the majority of the 
respondents, who indicate that they think about the subjects of the campaigns in their 
everyday life in their answer to the question: “Do you experience that this campaign 
touches on issues that you can recognize or think about in your everyday life?” Th is is 
confi rmed by 89 pct. on the question of traffi  c safety, 61 pct. concerning global distress, 
81 pct. in case of the diet campaign and 24 pct. on the issue of safer tattooing. Even more 
respondents saw the messages of the campaigns as important. Th is was acknowledged 
by 97 pct. concerning traffi  c safety, 77 pct. on global distress, 82 pct. concerning the diet 
advice and 66 pct. in the case of safer tattooing. Since some of the respondents say that 
the message is important but not in relation to their own everyday life, the data indicate 
that some respondents fi nd it more necessary to address the issue of the campaigns to 
other citizens than to themselves. 

Both the quantitative and qualitative data sets document that people acknowledge 
the need to present issues like the ones in these campaigns to a broad audience. As men-
tioned above, we fi nd that the participant citizens seem to identify two specifi c kinds of 
target groups for campaigns. One target group is “all of us”, and the other type is “some 
other group – not us”. Th e most interesting thing is perhaps the absence of the type “me 

Positive response to the question: “Drive the 
car when 
you drive 
the car”

“Th ink 
before you 
ink”

“Denmark 
against 
catastro-
phes”

“10 new diet 
guidelines”

“Have you seen this campaign before?” 87% 9% 33% 16%

“Do you experience that this campaign 
touches on issues that you can recognize 
or think about in your everyday life?”

89% 24% 61% 81%

“Do you believe that the campaign’s mes-
sage is important?”

97% 66% 77% 82%

Table 1: Number of respondents who have answered yes to a-questions.
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as an individual”, considering the individualistic approach in many campaigns, and the 
widespread debate in the literature about individualization of responsibility for societal 
problems (Blue et al., 2016; Gustafsson et al., 2011).

Mundane ways of relating to specifi c campaigns

Engagement in campaigns and awareness of governance technologies in campaigns are 
diff erent aspects of citizens’ relations with public issue campaigns, and both can be seen 
as public connection. Citizens “connect” (Couldry et al., 2010) and engage with mediated 
texts such as campaigns in diff erent forms, and with diff erent kinds of “publicness” and 
ways of connecting. Below we show the variation, which is characterized by ambiguity, 
since the patterns of relations and receptions of public issue campaigns are not going in 
one clear direction. We can identify several dynamics in the material, and some people 
do recognize the need for such campaigns, even if they question the specifi c campaigns 
we showed them. Concerning both engagement and governance, we divide the fi ndings 
into dynamics which support the campaigns and their messages, and counter-dynamics, 
which refer to perceptions based on reluctance and opposition. Regardless of supporting 
or opposing campaigning, the respondents in the survey and participants in the focus 
groups are preoccupied with the consequences of campaigning, a sign we interpret as 
connectivity to the genre.

Engagement and public connection 
Th e fi rst dynamic pertaining to engagement is personal everyday experience. Th e partici-
pating citizens share with each other adaptations or changes to their ways of, e.g., car-driv-
ing or eating along the lines suggested by the campaign content, if they have had some 
kind of everyday experience themselves with the issue involved. Th is kind of engagement 
is expressed in focus group 1:

“I can relate to this one [campaign] about which chemicals in what food, but that’s maybe 
because I am multi-allergic, so I am pretty involved in there not being all sorts of things in 
what I eat and in packaging and that kind of stuff . Th at’s a kind of a thing in my daily life”.

Th e second dynamic is events and stories in their social network. Here, the participants 
know or have heard about somebody in their network who has experiences with the 
campaign issue. Th ese events and stories work in much the same manner as everyday 
experiences. A participant from focus group 8 gives an example of this when they are 
discussing a campaign about being alert to signs of bowel cancer:

“But I think it’s true, as you say, the best instrument is if someone close to you gets a dis-
ease like this one. Someone you know who has been through something. You know, I have 
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a good friend who has gotten the whole of his large intestine removed in two operations, 
because he had cancer”.

Th e third dynamic is how “do-able” activities are (Halkier, 2010, p. 36), that is, how easy it 
is to carry out the adaptation of one’s activities, both practically and socially. One of the 
most often-mentioned examples of this is the public systems of waste sorting in Danish 
municipalities, here from focus group 2:

“We have this [campaign] about waste. You know, the only thing I think about is that I 
want to do it. You know, now I sort the bio waste […] and we also sort paper, glass and 
waste”.

However, participants also mention and negotiate counter-dynamics that are seen as 
preventing the participants from engaging in the activities suggested in the campaigns. 
Th e fi rst of these counter-dynamics is very simply a lack of everyday connection with the 
campaign issue and content. Th is dynamic is often triggered by the participant being in a 
diff erent life-phase than the one the campaign addresses. Participants who do not have 
children or grandchildren are not paying attention to campaigns about trampoline safety 
procedures for example.

A second mundane counter-dynamic that seems to hinder engagement in particu-
lar campaign issues is if the campaign in question is perceived as being overloaded with 
information that is diffi  cult to adapt into daily life. Th is was the case with a campaign on 
chemicals in foodstuff  from a public agency, which had a lot of text, for instance in focus 
group 6:

Birgitte: “Th is is heavy stuff !”
Ralf: “I agree. I am educated in food, apart from working as a bus driver, so I have an inter-
est in all these things, but it’s based on my education. For the normal consumer…
[…]
Britta: “Th is one is for the nerds!”
Ralf: “Yes.”

But apart from overload leading to lack of engagement with the campaign, information 
can also, thirdly, be understood by the participants as the wrong kind of information. 
Across the focus group diff erences, this was particularly clear when the participants were 
negotiating their degree of engagement with the campaign about offi  cial dietary advice. 
Healthier eating is one of the public issues where there are strongly competing mediated 
repertoires about what to do (Halkier, 2020), so the expert knowledge in campaigns for 
the offi  cial dietary advice becomes negotiated in relation to food repertoires such as veg-
etarianism, paleo, etc. Th is exchange from focus group 1 shows this counter-dynamic and 
the highly mediatized nature of campaigns:
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Paula: “What I think about when I look at this, now I’m very preoccupied with diets and 
health, and it says so down here with whole-grain, that you have to eat some amount of 
oat and rye bread, and the only thing I think is when you talk about paleo and stone age 
diet, where they say you shouldn’t. So if it were to speak to me, then I get really confused, 
because I try to live according to the paleo diet, and there you are not supposed to have all 
that… I’m confused.”
Lilly: “But the health authorities don’t recommend paleo…”
Paula: “But in the media, it’s just all over the place.”
Lone: “And in TV food programs…”

Th e media repertoire around the campaigns about healthier eating is broad: Programs on 
cooking, documentaries, news on scientifi c fi ndings concerning nutrition, just to mention 
a few. Campaigns are in this regard only one way of getting advice, which, as the partici-
pants above say, leads to “confusion”.

A fi nal counter-dynamic identifi ed in the focus groups is when activities encouraged 
in the campaign are not inviting collective participation, which tends to hinder some of 
the participants in adapting their activities. Th is is the case when campaigns only mention 
or address the individual citizen or consumer as societal actor, instead of also referring to 
movements, organizations and institutions. Th us, in response to campaigns, participants 
often justify their not engaging in implementing, adapting or changing activities in every-

“Drive the 
car when 
you drive 
the car”

“Th ink 
before you 
ink”

“Denmark 
against 
disasters ”

“10 new diet 
guidelines”

Feel overwhelmed by information 1% 2% 2%

Plan to follow the advice of the campaign, 
though it can be hard to follow through 

8% 1% 13% 25%

Get annoyed that I have to relate to the 
campaign 

1% 3% 7% 3%

Appreciate getting good advice 14% 6% 4% 15%

Try to fi nd shortcuts in order to follow the 
advice from the campaign

1% 1% 5%

Get bad conscience 7% 15% 5%

Experience support of what I already do 37% 13% 11% 16%

Talk with e.g. friends, colleagues and 
family about the campaign

15% 10% 6% 2%

I forget it 2% 15% 8% 7%

I do nothing 11% 47% 28% 17%

I don’t know/Do something else 4% 5% 6% 3%

Table 2: “What do you typically do, when you meet a campaign like the one we present 
here?” 
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day life by arguing that other and more collectively organized activities would matter 
more or have a greater impact on societal problems. 

Our survey data supplement the variation in fi ndings from the focus groups on both 
dynamics and counter-dynamics governing how people handle the encounter and con-
nect with a campaign. 

Th e distribution of typical reactions varies depending on the message (see Table 2; 
percentages in bold type highlight salient answers). A vertical reading of the numbers 
reveals that the campaign about car driving is most frequently recognized as support 
of the respondents’ existing practice – a dynamic of engagement that can probably be 
explained by many respondents’ everyday experience of driving. Conversely, campaigns 
calling for donations to international disasters and careful tattooing are most frequently 
not followed by any action, since there is a lack of everyday connection for many: Tattoo-
ing is only experienced by some people, and many do not experience third world prob-
lems as relevant. However, the humanitarian aid campaign can evoke bad conscience. In 
contrast, guidelines for healthy living are most frequently met with good intentions, but 
are believed to be hard to follow through. Th us, campaigns are deliberate invitations to 
engagement, and it is refl ected in the survey results that they do function this way.

Th us, both the qualitative and quantitative datasets bear witness to both dynamics 
and counter-dynamics for how people engage in public issue campaigns.

Governance and disciplining
Th e other main form of connecting with public issue campaigns among the Danish 
citizens was seen when people expressed their awareness of governance technologies 
embedded in campaigns.  Across the focus groups, we found both acceptance and trust 
in institutions and expert knowledge. Th is comes out clearly in focus group 2 in their 
discussion of the public issue campaigns as genre:

“If I go into such a Facebook page, I’ll immediately think, ehm, is this really correct? Who is 
behind this? But if it’s a poster where you see the royal crown and Health Authority, alright 
then it’s probably right. Th en they already have my trust there. So that’s how it is in general 
with campaigns, for me, that I can see very quickly who is behind it”.

In Denmark, public institutions and authorities are generally understood as very trust-
worthy (Andersen, J. et al., 2017). Th e royal crown is often integrated in the logos of these 
institutions.

One way of navigating a campaign’s attempts to govern everyday life activities is when 
the participants construct campaigns as socially expected to make citizens act in certain 
ways. Th us, campaigns are interpreted as some sort of overall attempt to infl uence the 
attitudes and behaviors of citizens on a number of issues in society. Th is is exemplifi ed by 
a participant in focus group 6:
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“All these campaigns about diet and booze and smoking and physical exercise. Th at’s 
the long tough pull. It takes decades to turn that ship around, cause if you ask any well-
informed Dane, can you smoke, can you drink, can you eat too fatty and unhealthy, and 
can you ignore exercising, they all know that the answer is no. […] We all know this, but 
you have to make campaigns to try to work on people to slowly try to change their behav-
ior, and that’s what they’re doing and have been doing for the past 50 years”.

Across the diff erently aged focus groups, the participants explain how the campaigns 
from the authorities generally try to push us in a new direction in our daily life. Th e 
participants are especially aware of the campaigns’ attempts to change our behavior and 
to inspire us to live healthier. In focus group 5, the use of “inclusive we” shows that they 
identify with the governance agents: 

“Well, I think behavior change, when society tries to educate people’s opinion. Th at is often 
what it is, right. We want people to change their behavior. We want them to drive with a 
seat belt. We want them to buckle up their kids. We want them to stop smoking. Well, I 
just think that campaigns are generally like that”.

Th e participants in the focus groups even point out how authorities try to direct citizens 
and everyday life in more specifi c directions. Th us, participants indicate that they are 
aware of not only the immediate intention of governance on the subject the campaign 
deals with, but also the intention of disciplining them as citizens in general. Th is is a recep-
tion of campaigns we found across the age- and life-situation diff erences between and 
within focus groups. Again, in focus group 5, this comes out clearly: ”Well, they want us to 
eat healthy, live healthy, speak decently and drive nicely”.

Even though they are aware of how campaigns are used as a governance strategy 
disciplining us all to be citizens in a specifi c way, they also express how campaigns are a 
necessity and somehow a legitimate strategy applied by authorities and others in order 
to secure certain ways of living and behaving among a population. Here are quotes from 
focus group 4: 

Rasmus: “As Bodil says, we are moving. It is going slowly. It is one step at a time”.
Bodil: “But, it is due to the campaigns that we are moving”.
Rasmus: “Th en, at one point, it will probably also be forbidden to smoke, when we are dead 
and gone”.
Betinna: “But, we cannot do without campaigns”.

One citizen from focus group 5 expressed it in a very humorous way and made all partici-
pants and interviewers laugh: “Earlier on, we went to church and got preached at, now we 
get campaigns”. 

So, the participants have a strong feeling of being regulated by governance technolo-
gies embedded in campaigns. People feel directed by campaigns, and as it is indicated in 
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the last quote with the shift from churches to campaigns, the more indirect steering once 
instigated by the church is now instigated by the authorities (Foucault, 2008, 1982).  

Without using the Foucauldian concepts, the participants express how campaigns 
convey “conduct of conduct” (Foucault, 1982), as they remind citizens what is the right 
thing for them to do as individuals – how they are supposed to conduct self-steering. 
Expressions that are often used are, for example, “a reminder” or “a gentle poke”. In focus 
group 4, the participants talk about this expectation in their conversation about the drive 
safely campaign after being asked whether they can use this traffi  c campaign and the 
message of driving safely for anything:

Bo: “Th en I would like to follow up by saying that I can. It can poke at my bad conscience, 
and it’s bad because I know from my own experience that I’m not… focused in these situ-
ations. And I’ve also seen how I have sometimes been very close to bumping into the back 
of a car”.
Bodil: “I can only agree with you. We must say so. So it also pokes at my bad conscience. 
And that is precisely why they repeat it again and again, because otherwise you forget 
them”.

In some cases, conduct of conduct also gives citizens a “feel-good eff ect”, as this quote 
concerning campaigns on waste sorting from focus group 4 shows: 

“Th is gives me an enormous ‘feel-good eff ect’. Th ese piles of waste that you drive to the 
recycling depot every two weeks. Th en, you are a good citizen”.

Whether it serves to remind one of common sense, to achieve a feel-good eff ect or to be 
judgmental towards other citizens, the interview participants understand that they as 
individuals are in charge of doing life right (Foucault, 2008).

Our survey data also show that citizens actually expect such attempts to be regulated 
and to discipline themselves. Th e most striking quantitative fi nding to supplement data 
from the focus groups is that despite the respondents’ divergent degree of recall of the 
four specifi c campaigns, and despite the diff erences in their experience of relevance to 
their own lives, on the whole they do seem to acknowledge the legitimacy of the four 
messages. Furthermore, a signifi cant part of the respondents answer that they believe 
their actions make a diff erence to public issues (see Table 3).

Asking the survey respondents if citizens need to undertake the co-responsibility that 
campaigns invite to, the dominant answers (not shown here) are: “We need both legisla-
tion and campaigns to support the solving of problems together with the public sector” 
(35 pct.), “You have to start with yourself” (26 pct.), “I act, if it aff ects me” (15 pct.) and 
“People can do what they want” (12 pct.). Th is complex of answers covers both the idea 
of individualization and collectiveness concerning citizens’ co-responsibility. Th is quan-
titative fi nding is interesting compared to the results from the focus groups, since both 
methods reveal a complex intersection of sense-making concerning the relation between 
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the responsibility of the individual citizen and the society as collective. Th e variations in 
understanding campaigns as targeted towards me or the others (as presented above), are 
displayed in both the quantitative and qualitative inquiries, although, not surprisingly, the 
outcomes are more static and less subtle in the survey.

Negotiations of resistance
A diff erent way of navigating such governing attempts by campaigns is found when the 
participants express that campaigns partake in an attempt to regulate citizens in less 
legitimate ways. Here, catchwords used among the citizens are “the pointed fi nger”, “big 
mother society” and “being talked down to”. Focus group 7 is leaning towards such more 
critical constructions of the less acceptable aspects of the purpose of campaigns:

Niels-Ole: “It can come across as a little sermonizing – I will not say like knowing better, but 
a bit like this: ‘Come on and read this, it’s sensible’”.
Hans: “I would like to take it a step further and say, that I feel a bit smothered. You know, in 
general, right?”

All these catchwords show that this type of regulation is negotiated, resented and resisted 
among some of the participants, because it is related to what the citizens experience as 
some sort of moralizing about their everyday life. In focus group 5, Leif explains this: 

“My biggest problem with these campaigns is that some holy person comes along and tells 
me that ‘now you are certainly not supposed to’… No but hell, I grew up in the sixties and 
seventies. We climbed trees and stole apples, without them being washed. Rumour has it 
that apparently none of us have died from this yet, and I think that the whole thing goes 
over the top”. 

Just like campaign-derived regulation of behavior can be seen as not so acceptable, this 
resentment can also entail a lack of trust in governing institutions and expert knowledge, 
as seen here in an extract from focus group 3. 

“Drive the 
car when you 
drive the car”

“Th ink 
before you 
ink”

“Denmark 
against 
disasters ”

“10 new diet 
guidelines”

“To some extent” and “To a large extent”  87% 41% 51% 67%

“To a low extent” and “Not at all” 8% 48% 43% 28%

“Don’t know” 4% 11% 6% 6%

Table 3: Answers to the questions concerning each of the four campaigns (e-questions)
Question: “To what extent do you believe that your acts in everyday life can make a diff er-
ence in order to solve societal problems like … as touched on in this campaign?”
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“I’m a little bit against everything that says ‘offi  cial’. It’s probably just me. When it is offi  cial 
dietary advice, then I think that it is something that gets dictated – more so, than if it had 
not been called offi  cial. It could have just said ‘dietary advice’. Th at would have been fi ne by 
me…”

It is also mentioned how the campaigns of government agencies are a delicate matter 
when it comes to the balance between care and individual freedom, such as here in focus 
group 1:

“But the Health Authority that we talked about earlier, I’m always a bit irritated with them, 
I always think that they are a bit paternalistic. Although, you can sort of follow, it seems 
logical to want to improve people’s health, but it’s also a balance with the freedom of the 
individual”.

Th is negotiation of resistance underlines how the interview participants feel governed 
and pushed by campaigns. With Foucault, we can call the resistance “struggles against the 
‘government of individualization’” (Foucault, 1982, p. 781). Th ese struggles confi rm that 
campaigns are steering technologies based on the idea of indirect steering (Lupton, 1999; 
Dean, 2006; Foucault, 1982), which citizens follow to some extent, but don’t comply with 
fully.

Care and security
Despite the citizens’ resistance to being patronized by campaigns’ big brother discourses, 
they are, as indicated above, aware of and accept that campaigns are also part of the 
state’s caring strategy. Th is was expressed in focus group 5 and 4, respectively, where two 
respondents point out what they initially have stated as general associations about cam-
paigns in the beginning of the focus group sessions:

“I have ‘information’, ‘infl uence’ and ‘pressure’ […]. Pressure is not meant to be misunder-
stood as if something is imposed on people, but as if you press a population group in one 
direction, for example drunk drivers not to drive. Th en you press, but justly of course, in a 
positive direction”.
“Yes, well, I do start positively with ‘motivation’. I think like socially related. Society – big 
brother – cares for me”.

Th is double binding of campaigns as both steering and caring is interpreted as positive 
manipulation by one of the participants in focus group 6:

“I think of campaigns as a way where, through diff erent means, you try to get people to act 
in a certain direction. Th e direction you wish yourself. It is a type of manipulation, but not 
negatively meant. Positive manipulation”.

Asking all the focus groups at the end of the session if they saw any commonalities 
between the campaigns they had seen, they answered that besides being mostly from 
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public authorities, the campaigns focus on security. Th is is expressed here in focus groups 
4 and 1:

“And then I have written ‘safety’, because often it is about safety. With seat belt, with 
helmet, and take care of the children. It’s about safety. It’s about showing a good example 
as an adult, so you use the bike helmet, then the children will do the same, and get it 
through the back door”.
“I’ve written ‘safety’. Th at’s because I think there are many campaigns about driving in the 
traffi  c and being aware on the roads. At least those kinds of advertisements or campaigns 
have impressed me”.

Th ese utterances show that the focus group participants are aware of how the authorities 
take care of them through campaigns, exactly because the campaigns often give them 
good advice about safety like bicycle helmets. Focus on safety for the population is what 
Foucault calls “mechanism of security” (Foucault, 2008; Dean, 2006), which is established 
exactly with the intention to care for people and to motivate them to take care of them-
selves (Foucault, 1988). Th us, among the focus group participants, there is a recognition 
that campaigns express care and manipulate at the same time.

Conclusion

Engagement in campaigns and awareness of governance technologies in campaigns are 
diff erent aspects of citizens’ relations with public issue campaigns, which can both be 
seen as expressions of public connection. Public issue campaigns are recognized as a 
mundane communicative category both across diff erences of policy area content and 
across demographic diff erences among citizens. As the qualitative material and the 
survey fi ndings presented in this article show, people often demonstrate that they are 
oriented towards the existence of the campaigns, and are fully aware of the intentions 
with campaigns. When they indicate what campaigns are, they pinpoint that campaigns 
can be both public, private and commercial, and often citizens do not distinguish sharply 
between these categories. Also, the concept “target group” has become part of ordinary 
language, and in this analysis specifi ed to be either “all of us” or “some other groups who 
are in need of it”. An interesting observation is the absence of the type “me as an indi-
vidual” as a reception category, since we have otherwise witnessed a tendency towards 
individualization of media use in recent years.

Th e data material does not display unambiguous attention or involvement that 
results in people following the advice given; on the one hand, it does show some form of 
engagement, and thus public connection, in the multimodal meanings audiences create 
from the campaigns. On the other hand, the data material also shows a range of counter-
dynamics, meaning that people sometimes do not engage, due to for example overload of 
information or if campaigns do not invite recipients to collective participation.
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Another perspective of public connection that shows up in the data material is the 
perception of public communication campaigns as governance, where campaigns are 
understood as being based on an overall intention to infl uence the attitude and behavior 
of citizens. Th e interviewees expressed that typically this sort of campaign came from 
public authorities and mostly from health authorities. Th ey were strongly aware of how 
the campaigns indirectly try to show them how they as individuals are in charge of doing 
life right.

Again, we see no unambiguous perception of these governance-strategies; on the one 
hand, they are perceived as necessary, and in some cases, establishing a feel-good eff ect. 
On the other hand, the advice given in the campaigns is always negotiated and some-
times resisted, since people don’t like to be dictated or patronized, and defi nitely don’t 
like the pointed fi nger.

Th e general insight to be taken from this study, perhaps, is that the ordinary people in 
our focus groups can be said to be campaign literate.

Appendix

List of focus groups
Focus group 1, young people aged 18–25 years, living in a city
Focus group 2, young people aged 18–25 years, living in a city
Focus group 3, young people aged 18–25 years, living in a city
Focus group 4, people aged 30–50 years, living in a provincial town or in the countryside
Focus group 5, people aged 30–50 years, living in a provincial town or in the countryside
Focus group 6, people aged 30–50 years, living in a provincial town or in the countryside
Focus group 7, people aged 55 plus, living in a provincial town or in the countryside
Focus group 8, people aged 55 plus, living in a provincial town or in the countryside

Noter

 1 Th e research project, “Public campaigns and everyday agency”, was funded under Centre for Power, 
Media and Communication, Roskilde University, Denmark, 2013-2016. Th e research project estab-
lished a varied campaign dataset consisting of a focus group dataset, a representative survey, a sample 
of 131 campaigns launched over a year (approximately 4,500 campaign elements) and a historical 
sample of campaigns within health and environmental issues. 

 2 See list of focus groups as appendix, just above the reference list. 
 3 Th e four diff erent main campaigns were chosen in order to represent the most relevant analytical 

diff erences in the area of public issue campaigns. Th e four campaigns vary with regards to actor type 
of sender (public or private organization), with regard to type of purpose (e.g., raise support, change 
knowledge, or change action), and with regard to the amount of diff erent kinds of media involved. 

 4 All names are pseudonyms. 
 5 We do encourage the reader to not interpret these percentages as signs of the “success” of the four 

campaigns: Th ey were aimed at diff erently sized target groups, and the channels of distribution diff er 
and exposure varies. 
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